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Anyone But Alex The English
Reaching the NBA is enough to qualify anyone to talk basketball ... her father — Gamecocks and Nuggets small forward great Alex English — to start live-tweeting South Carolina basketball ...

Need your USC WBB social media fix? Look no further than Alex English’s Twitter
The war in Ukraine doesn’t feel distant for anyone who has a personal connection to Ukraine. Add 16-year-old Ryan Cotzen to that list. For nearly a year, he’s been teaching English to Alex ...

‘Of Course, I'm Angry': Ukrainian Teen on Life During Russian Invasion
But the closure of RT America also signals the end of an era of more open communication between Russia and the United States. On episode 45 of The Politics of Everything, hosts Laura Marsh and Alex ...

The End of Russia Today
It was mid-March 1999 when we started asking Alex Ferguson if a Treble was feasible. “You can’t refuse the challenge,” he replied. “Anyone in this position has ...

Alex Ferguson’s history boys should be very afraid of Liverpool
Alex then went on to “sext” a string of other women behind her back. Despite his claims he “hadn’t slept with anyone else”, the couple went their separate ways after Ellie struggled to ...

Love Island’s Dr Alex George on celeb dating app to find love after 'cheating on ex'
Netflix has a bulging library of TV shows, and as each week brings new content, it becomes an exercise of sifting through the best of the bunch. To cut time, you'll find highlights of new content ...

Netflix: The 47 Absolute Best TV Shows to Watch
Alex Iwobi explained the dressing room mood after the FA Cup defeat to Crystal Palace and detailed how the squad felt going into a crucial run of games ...

Alex Iwobi responds to Everton 'negativity' claim but makes relegation admission
Wayne Rooney believes the presence of Alex Ferguson at Manchester United is a problem for any manager that takes over the club, while Ole Gunnar Solskjaer will have felt the pressure more than any ...

Alex Ferguson was a problem for Ole Gunnar Solskjaer at Man Utd, reckons Wayne Rooney
Luis Enrique shares a lot with Man United's legendary Sir Alex Ferguson when it comes to coaching, but he's destined for other challenges instead of restoring the fabled English club. Pablo Morano/MB ...

Why Luis Enrique is perfect for Man United but would never take the job
Luis Enrique has all the qualities to turn Man United around, but the club's disarray is precisely why he has another career path ahead of him.

Man United need Luis Enrique, but he's sticking with Spain (and might be a better fit for Man City or Liverpool)
It’s a unique environment for a gritty crime story, but author Alex Segura uses his background ... her own superhero series – not easy for anyone, let alone a woman of color.

How Alex Segura’s novel ‘Secret Identity’ tackles comic books and crime in the ’70s
When Alex McKinnon saw Dom Young’s highlights ... who had made his debut with Huddersfield in the English Super League at 17, directed McKinnon to his father, John. “I made contact with ...

Alex McKinnon reveals the inside story of Dominic Young’s recruitment to the Knights
A competition for forgotten players, breakout stars and attracting new fans - the Premiership Cup can be meaningful if teams want it to be ...
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